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Pune, India. Pin – 410 507.

Become an AIGPE franchise. Start earning from
Today!
AIGPE offers training and certification programs for four major locations – India, Philippines,
U.A.E. and U.S. AIGPE has trained and certified to individuals and organizations for these and
many other locations across the globe.
Who is eligible for becoming an AIGPE franchise?





Individual / company that can make minimal franchise investment.
A company which has significant footfalls of students at their centres.
An individual who is willing to work towards marketing the courses.
Individual / company in India, Philippines, U.A.E. and U.S. are eligible to apply.

What is the appointment process for a Franchise?









Prospective
franchise
needs
to
reach
out
to
AIGPE
on
email
sales@aigproexcellence.com with the subject “Franchise Opportunities with AIGPE –
Location name”
AIGPE will send out an inquiry form that needs to be updated by the prospective
franchise
AIGPE team will contact shortlisted candidates by telephone to understand profile of the
franchise
If selected, franchisee would need to fill a detailed assessment form
Franchisee is given 2-3 days to complete the form
The form if approved would be discussed with the Executive Committee meet scheduled
fortnightly
If approved in the Executive Committee, interview is scheduled with the Director
If selected, partner needs to complete legal formalities and pay relevant amount

What are the responsibilities of a Franchise?
The Franchise’s responsibility is to market AIGPE’s products (certification programs). The
partner needs to generate leads on their own marketing abilities. Partner is also required to
carry out classroom sessions for various programs.
What courses would the Franchise be marketing?
A partner can market all the programs offered by AIGPE.
What are the responsibilities of AIGPE?


Training on marketing / counseling for AIGPE programs
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Account manager for handholding
Softcopy of AIGPE brochures which can be printed and presented to customers
Softcopy of AIGPE posters which can be printed for your centers (if applicable)

AIGPE also commits to provide high quality service on an ongoing basis to all end customers of
the franchise.
What returns can the franchise expect?
Since there is no minimal franchise cost and you can start the operations without setting up a
center, the return on investment (ROI) is very high. You can start earning profits from month
ONE and scale up operations as you succeed and get confidence. Total earning potential is
only limited by your willingness to grow.
Why should a prospective franchise choose AIGPE?
The franchise should choose AIGPE given the flexible level of investment and extremely high
rate of return. Join us today!
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